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Abstract
We characterize the compact and locally compact Hausdorff topological groups and rings that
are completions of groups with a topology induced by a direct system, and we characterize the
topological groups and rings whose topologies are induced by simple direct topologies. The fact that
the p-adic topology on the additive group of the rational field is not a direct topology (for which Zobel
gave a long intricate proof) is a special case of an immediate corollary of our characterization of
locally compact completions of direct topologies. We show that a direct topology has a neighborhood
base at zero consisting of open subgroups if and only if it is induced by a direct system consisting of
subgroups. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Canonical representation; Condensation; Direct system; Direct topology; Simple direct
system; Extended direct system; Absorbing multiplication; Absorbing product; Absorbing sequence
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Direct topologies (see Definition 2 below) on fields have provided important examples
(see [7,8,10]). Every topology in the lattice of Hausdorff group topologies on a fixed group
is a supremum of topologies, each of which is the infimum of a family of direct topologies.
Here we characterize the following:
(1) the compact and locally compact Hausdorff topological groups and rings whose
topologies are extended direct topologies (Theorem 10);
(2) the direct systems for which the completion of the associated topological group or
ring is compact or locally compact (Corollaries 10.6 and 10.4);
(3) the abstract groups on which there exists a direct topology with compact or locally
compact completion (Corollaries 10.5 and 10.2);
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(4) the topological groups and rings whose topologies are simple direct or extended
simple direct topologies (Theorems 5 and 9);
(5) the sequences that determine simple direct topological groups and rings (Theorems 4
and 6);
(6) the abstract groups on which there exist simple or non-Archimedean direct or
extended direct topologies (Corollaries 4.1 and 11.4).
We show that a direct topology on a group has a neighborhood base at zero consisting
of open subgroups if and only if it is induced by a non-Archimedean direct system.
1. Introduction
We use Z, Z>0,Z>0, Q, R, and C to denote the sets of integers, positive integers, non-
negative integers, rational numbers, real numbers, and complex numbers, respectively. We
write #A for the cardinality of a set A, and we let c denote the cardinality of R.
We use the word “sequence” for a function whose domain is Z>0 × Z>0 as well as for
functions whose domain is a subset of Z.
For an Abelian group G (written additively), A∗ will denote the nonzero elements of a
subset A of G, and [A] will denote the subgroup generated by A. For a collection {Ai} of
subsets ofG,
∑
i Ai will denote the set of all finitely nonzero sums
∑
i ai , ai ∈Ai for all i .
We define the empty sum to be 0. The order of an element x in a group is denoted by ordx .
As in [2, p. 444], we define the rank of a group to be the largest cardinality of a subset A of
the group with the properties that each element ofA has order which is infinite or a positive
power of a prime and that a finite sum
∑
nixi , with xi ∈ A and ni ∈ Z, for all i , is zero
only if nixi = 0 for all i . If A and B are subsets of a ring R, AB= {ab: a ∈ A, b ∈ B},
and 〈A〉 will denote the subring generated by A.
If a group topology (i.e., a topology with respect to which addition and negation are
continuous) is being considered on a group G, the closure in the completion of G of a
subset A of G will be denoted by Â. With this notation Ĝ is the completion of G. We call
a topological group non-Archimedean if it has a neighborhood base at zero consisting of
subgroups.
A ring topology is an additive group topology on a ring with respect to which
multiplication is continuous. A topological ring is called non-Archimedean if the
topology on its additive group is non-Archimedean and locally bounded if there exists
a neighborhood W of zero such that for each neighborhood U of zero there exists a
neighborhood V of zero such that VW,WV ⊂U .
Recall that a topology is ultraregular if it has a base of clopen sets. A collection of
topologies on a set will be considered partially ordered by containment.
We use a ∨ b (a ∧ b) to denote the least upper bound (respectively, the greatest lower
bound) of a and b, where a and b come from a lattice (such as the reals with the usual
order or a lattice of group topologies);∨A (∧A) denotes the least upper bound (greatest
lower bound) of an arbitrary subset A in a lattice.
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If Gi is an (additively written) Abelian group for each i ∈ Z>0, then the Cartesian
product
∏∞
i=1Gi is considered a group with pointwise addition. If each Gi is a ring,∏∞
i=1Gi is considered a ring with pointwise addition and multiplication (cf. notation for
an absorbing product in the paragraph below). The set of all finitely nonzero sequences
in
∏
Gi is denoted by
∑∞
i=1⊕Gi . For an arbitrary indexed set {Gγ }γ∈Γ , the groups∏
γ∈Γ Gγ and
∑
γ∈Γ ⊕Gγ are defined analogously. A sequence of subgroups {Gi} of
a group is called independent if a finite sum
∑
i gi , with gi ∈Gi , is equal to zero only if
each gi is zero. A sequence of subrings of a ring is called independent if the sequence of
additive groups of the subrings is independent. The symbol
∑⊕Gi is also used for the
internal direct sum of an independent sequence of subgroups {Gi} of a groupG.
A sequence {Mi} of subrings of a ring R will be called absorbing (orthogonal) if
MiMj ⊂ Mi∨j (MiMj = {0}) for all i 6= j . An increasing or orthogonal sequence of
subrings is obviously absorbing. If {Mi} is an absorbing sequence of subrings, then the
product of two elements in S =∑∞i=1Mi is again in S. Thus, S is the ring generated
by
⋃
i Mi .
Let {Mi} be a finite or infinite absorbing sequence of subrings of a ringR. The Cartesian
product of the {Mi} considered with pointwise addition and with multiplication defined by
{xi} · {yi} =
{ ∑
j∨k=i
xj yk
}
will be called the absorbing direct product and the rule of multiplication will be called
absorbing multiplication. An absorbing direct product of an infinite sequence will be
denoted by
∏·∞
i=1Mi . The subset of all finitely nonzero sequences in
∏·∞
i=1Mi will be
denoted by
∑∞
i=1 ⊕˙Mi . A finite absorbing direct product will be denoted by
∏·n
i=1Mi or∑n
i=1 ⊕˙Mi .
Lemma 1.1. For each absorbing sequence {Mi} of subrings of a ring R, ∑∞i=1 ⊕˙Mi has
proper divisors of zero if and only if ∏·∞i=1Mi has proper divisors of zero.
Proof. Certainly any proper divisor of zero of
∑∞
i=1 ⊕˙Mi is a divisor of zero in
∏·∞
i=1Mi .
If {xi}{yi} = 0 for {xi}, {yi} ∈ (∏·∞i=1Mi)∗, with xm,yn 6= 0, then {x ′i}{y ′i} = 0 for x ′i = xi ,
y ′i = yi if i 6m∨ n, and x ′i = y ′i = 0 otherwise. 2
Theorem 1. For each absorbing sequence {Mi} of subrings of a ring R, ∑ni=1 ⊕˙Mi ,∑∞
i=1 ⊕˙Mi , and
∏·∞
i=1Mi are rings with the following properties:
(1) {xi 1} · · · {xi k} = {∑i1∨···∨ik=i∏kj=1 xij j }.
(2) Each of these rings is commutative if R is commutative.
(3) The natural injection of Mi into
∑ ⊕˙Mi is a ring isomorphism. If {Mi} is
independent, then there is a natural isomorphism from the internal direct sum of
the Mi onto the absorbing direct sum of the Mi .
(4) ∑ ⊕˙Mi (also ∏·Mi ) has no proper divisors of zero if and only if {Mi} is
independent and the internal direct sum of the Mi has no proper divisors of zero.
Thus, the absorbing sum of the Mi has no proper divisors of zero only if it is
isomorphic to the internal direct sum of the Mi .
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(5) If {Mi} is orthogonal, then absorbing multiplication coincides with pointwise
multiplication.
(6) If {Mi}i∈Z>0 (or {Mi}16i6n) is increasing, then the rings
∏·
Mi and
∏
Mi are
isomorphic.
Proof. (4) If {Mi} is not independent and ∑ki=1 xi = 0, with xi ∈Mi and xk 6= 0, then
{xi}ek(xk) = 0, where xi is defined to be zero for i > k and ek(x) is the sequence whose
kth entry is x and whose other entries are zero.
(6) The function τ ({xi}) = {yi}, where y1 = x1 and yi = xi − xi−1 for i > 1 is an
isomorphism from
∏∞
i=1Mi onto
∏·∞
i=1Mi and from
∏n
i=1Mi onto
∏·n
i=1Mi . 2
Corollary 1.1. Let {Mi} be an absorbing sequence of subrings in the ring R.
(1) If R has an identity 1 and 1 ∈M1, then the sequence whose first entry is 1 and whose
other entries are zero is the identity of ∏·Mi and ∑ ⊕˙Mi .
(2) If {Mi} is orthogonal and each Mi has an identity ei , then {ei} is the identity of∏·
Mi .
(3) If {Mi} is increasing and each Mi has an identity ei , then the sequence whose first
entry is e1 and whose ith entry is ei − ei−1, for i > 1, is the identity of ∏·Mi .
For a subset A⊂ RZ>0 , let A0 be the set of finitely nonzero sequences in A with sum
zero; and let Ac be the set of all eventually constant sequences in A.
Corollary 1.2. If {Mi} is an increasing sequence of subrings of a ring R, then
∞∑
i=1
⊕˙Mi ∼=
( ∞∏
i=1
Mi
)
c
and
∞∑
i=1
⊕Mi ∼=
( ∞∑
i=1
⊕˙Mi
)
0
.
2. Direct topologies
Some basic facts about direct topologies are summarized below. The reader is referred
to [7,8,10] for most proofs and for further information. Global and product direct systems
and a few elementary observations are considered for the first time here.
Definition 1. A sequence of subsets {Mi n}i,n∈Z>0 of an Abelian group G will be called a
direct system on (or in) the groupG if
(D1) 0 ∈Mi n for all i and n and Mi n = {0} if i < n;
(D2) −Mi n =Mi n for all i and n;
(D3) Mi n+1 +Mi n+1 ⊂Mi n for all i and n; and
(D4) [∑k−1i=1 (Mi 1 +Mi 1 +Mi 1)] ∩ (Mk 1 +Mk 1 +Mk 1)= {0} for all k > 1.
If R is a ring and {Min} is a direct system on the additive group of R, {Mi n} will be
called a direct system on a ring (or on the ring R) if
(D5) for all i and n,∑j∨k=i xj yk ∈Mi n whenever xj ∈Mj n+1 and yk ∈Mkn+1 for all
j and k; and
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(D6) for all x ∈ R and n > 0, there exists k > 0 such that, for all i , xMi n+k ⊂Mi n and
Mi n+kx ⊂Mi n.
A direct system consisting of additive subgroups will be called a non-Archimedean direct
system.
For each positive integer n, Un =∑∞i=1Mi n. The sequence {Un} will be called the
neighborhood base associated with the direct system.
In what follows {Mi n} will be a direct system on either a group or a ring.
The statement “
∑
xi is a canonical representation of x ∈ Un” will mean xi ∈Mi n for
all i , xi = 0 for all but finitely many i , and x is the sum of the nonzero elements xi . We use
notation such as
∑
xi =ˆ ∑yi or ∑xi ∈ˆ Un to indicate that the equality or membership
holds and all series occurring in the expression are canonical.
When sets {Mi n} are defined only for i > n, it will be assumed thatMi n = {0} for i < n.
For all n, Un ⊂ U1 and a canonical representation of an element in Un is a canonical
representation when viewed as an element in U1. Condition (D4) readily implies that
canonical representations of elements in U1 are unique. The function ϕi :U1 → Mi 1
which assigns to x the element xi of its canonical representation is well-defined. If
x, y, x + y ∈ U1, condition (D4) implies ϕi(x + y)= ϕi(x)+ ϕi(y) for all i . In particular,
ϕi |U2 is an additive function. For x, y ∈ U1 such that x − y ∈ Un, one easily sees that
ϕi(x)= ϕi(y) for i < n.
Theorem 2. If {Mi n} is a direct system on the group (ring) G, then the associated
neighborhood base is a neighborhood base at zero for a Hausdorff group (ring) topology
on G. The sets Un, n> 2, are clopen in this topology.
Definition 2. A topology induced by some direct system will be called a direct topology.
A group (ring) topology on a group (ring) H will be called an extended direct topology
if H contains a dense direct subgroup (subring); or, equivalently, if there exists a direct
topology on a group (ring)G such thatG⊂H ⊂ Ĝ, and the topology ofH is the subspace
topology from Ĝ.
A direct system on a group or ring G is called global if the associated base set U1
equals G. A topology is called a global direct topology if it is induced by some global
direct system.
The closure of a non-Archimedean subgroup is non-Archimedean, and a relatively
topologized subgroup of a non-Archimedean group is non-Archimedean. Thus, a group is
a non-Archimedean extended direct topological group if and only if it is an extended non-
Archimedean direct topological group. (That is, a group is non-Archimedeanly topologized
and has a dense direct subgroup if and only if the group has a dense non-Archimedeanly
topologized direct subgroup.)
Lemma 3.1. Let {Mi n} be a direct system on the group G. If xi ∈Mi 1 for each positive
integer i and the series
∑∞
i=1 xi (is convergent and) has sum zero in the topology associated
with the direct system, then xi = 0 for each i .
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Recall that {Ûn} is a neighborhood base at zero in the completion, Ĝ, of the topological
group G. A series
∑∞
i=1 xi is called a canonical representation of x ∈ Ûn if xi ∈Mi n, for
all i , and x is the sum of the series.
Theorem 3. Let Ûn be the closure of the standard base set Un in the completion Ĝ of the
group G with respect to the topology associated with the direct system {Mi n}.
(1) For n> 2,
Ûn =
{ ∞∑
i=1
xi : xi ∈Mi n ∀ i, and given m∃I (m)
such that xi ∈Mim ∀ i > I (m)
}
.
(2) Canonical representations in Û2 are unique. Thus, the definition ϕi(
∑∞
j=1 xj ) =ˆ xi
extends ϕi to U1 ∪ Û2; and
(i) ϕi(x + y)= ϕi(x)+ ϕi(y), for x, y, x + y ∈ Û2; and, if G is a ring and {Mi n}
is a direct system on a ring, then, also,
(ii) ϕi(xy)=∑j∨k=i ϕj (x)ϕk(y) for x, y, xy ∈ Û2.
In particular, ϕi |Û3 is a “homomorphism”.
(3) If ∑∞i=1 xi is a canonical representation of an element x ∈ Û2, then x ∈ G if and
only if {xi} is finitely nonzero, and x ∈ Ûn if and only if xi ∈Mi n for all i .
Hence, a nondiscrete direct topology is not complete.
(4) For n> 2, Ûn is clopen.
Thus each group with an extended direct topology has an ultraregular completion.
(5) −Un =Un and −Ûn = Ûn for all n.
(6) Un+1 +Un+1 ⊂Un and Ûn+1 + Ûn+1 ⊂ Ûn for all n.
(7) For rings, Un+1Un+1 ⊂Un and Ûn+1Ûn+1 ⊂ Ûn for all n.
For i, n > 1, the sets Mi n are closed discrete subsets of Ĝ (i.e., these sets have no
accumulation points in Ĝ), since x − y /∈ Ûn+1 for distinct x, y ∈Mi n.
Definition 3. Given an infinite subset D ⊂ Z>0, we let D(i) denote the ith element of D
listed as an increasing sequence.
Suppose {Mi n} is a direct system on a group or ring associated with the topology T .
The sequence M ′i n = MD(i) n, for i > n, and M ′i n = {0}, for n > i , will be called the
condensation of {Mi n} to D. (One readily verifies that this is a direct system on the group
or ring.) The topology T {Min,D} associated with the condensation will be called the
condensation with respect to {Mi n} of T toD. If a fixed direct system {Min} is understood,
T {Mi n,D} will be shortened to TD .
The sequence M ′′i n = Mi n for i ∈ D and {0} otherwise is another direct system
inducing TD . There are cardinality c distinct direct topologies which are condensations
of any given nondiscrete direct topology.
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If {Gγ }γ∈Γ is a family of groups with direct systems {Mγi n}, then
M
(pi)
i n =
{
{xγ } ∈
∏
γ∈Γ
Gγ : xγ ∈Mγi n ∀γ ∈ Γ
}
is a direct system, which we will call the product direct system, with associated
neighborhood base at zero given by
U(pi)n =
{
{xγ } ∈
∏
γ
U
γ
n :
∨
γ
hgtγ (xγ ) <∞
}
,
where {Uγn } is the base at zero associated with {Mγi n}, and
xγ =ˆ
∑
i
xγ i , hgtγ (xγ )=
∨
{i: xγ i 6= 0}.
Also
M
(σ)
i n =
{
{xγ } ∈
∑
γ∈Γ
⊕Gγ : xγ ∈Mγi n ∀γ ∈ Γ
}
=M(pi)i n ∩
∑
γ∈Γ
⊕Gγ
is a direct system on
∑
γ ⊕Gγ with U(pi)n ∩
∑
γ ⊕Gγ as associated neighborhood base at
zero. If each Gγ is a ring and {Mγi n} is direct system on the ring Gγ , then {M(σ)i n } is a
direct topology on the ring
∑
γ∈Γ ⊕Gγ with pointwise multiplication (but (D6) may fail
for {M(pi)i n }). If Γ is finite, the topology associated with the product direct system is the
product topology. Therefore, a finite product of direct topological groups (rings) is a direct
topological group (ring).
If S and T are group topologies on a group G, with S 6 T , then the identity map on G
has a unique extension to a continuous homomorphism τ from the completion (G,T )ˆ into
the the completion (G,S) .ˆ In general, τ is not injective. However, if S and T are induced,
respectively, by direct systems {Ni n} and {Mi n} such that Mi n ⊂Ni n, for all i and n, then
one readily verifies that τ is injective.
3. Simple direct topologies
Definition 4. If there exists a sequence {Mi} of sets such thatMi n =Mi for i > n> 1, we
say {Mi n} is a simple direct system and {Mi n} (and also its associated neighborhood base
at zero, its associated topology and the associated topological group or ring) is determined
by {Mi}. A topology is called a simple direct topology if it is induced by some simple direct
system. We say a topological group (ring) is a simple direct topological group (ring) if its
topology is a simple direct topology. A topological group (ring) containing a dense simple
direct subgroup (subring) is called extended simple direct (and its topology is called an
extended simple direct topology).
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Not every direct system inducing a simple direct topology will be simple. A product of
simple direct systems is simple.
Theorem 4.
(1) A sequence {Mi} of subsets of an Abelian groupG determines a simple direct system
onG if and only ifM1 is a symmetric set containing zero, {Mi}i>2 is an independent
sequence of subgroups of G, and (M1 +M1 +M1)∩ (∑∞i=2Mi)= {0}.
Consequently, a simple direct topology is non-Archimedean. Also, the associated base
set U1 (Û1) is clopen in G (Ĝ).
(2) A sequence {Mi} of subgroups determines a simple direct topology if and only if it
is independent.
(3) In a simple direct topological groupG with associated base at zero {Un} determined
by a sequence {Mi}, the function ψ(∑∞i=n xi) = {xi}, xi ∈Mi for all i , defines a
topological isomorphism from Ûn, n > 2, onto the Cartesian product
∏∞
i=n Mi of
the groupsMi with the discrete topology; ψ(Un)=∑∞i=n⊕Mi . (The fact that some
Ûn is an open subgroup whose relative topology is the product topology uniquely
determines the topology on Ĝ.)
Proof. Note that U1 (Û1) is clopen inG (Ĝ) because both it and its complement are unions
of cosets of the open subgroup U2 (Û2). 2
Corollary 4.1 (cf. Corollary 11.4). Let H be an Abelian group. The following are
equivalent:
(1) There is a nondiscrete extended simple direct topology on H .
(2) There are at least cardinality c simple direct topologies on H .
(3) There is an independent sequence of nonzero subgroups in H .
Thus, the discrete topology is the only extended simple direct topology on an Abelian
group of finite rank (in particular, Z or Q).
Proof. Each nondiscrete simple direct topology has cardinality c condensations. 2
Example 1. Let p be a prime integer, and let Z∞p be the subgroup {k/pn +Z: n> 0, k ∈
Z} of Q/Z. Since Z∞p has rank one, the discrete topology is the only simple (or non-
Archimedean—see Corollary 11.4) direct topology on Z∞p .
If we choose a sequence {mi} of positive integers such that pmi+1 > 2i (pmi ∨2i+3), then
Mi n =
{
k
pmi
+Z: k ∈ Z, |k|6 2i−n
}
,
for i > n> 1, is easily seen to be a direct system (which is not simple) on Z∞p .
Theorem 5. A Hausdorff Abelian topological group H is an extended simple direct
topological group if and only if H contains an independent sequence {Mi} of subgroups
such that
(1) the closure U of ∑∞i=1⊕Mi in H is open;
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(2) ψ(∑xi) = {xi}, where xi ∈Mi for all i , defines a topological isomorphism from
U onto a (relatively topologized) subgroup of the Cartesian product ∏Mi of the
groupsMi with the discrete topology; and
(3) there exists a complete set A of representatives of H/U such that [A] ∩ U ⊂∑∞
i=1⊕Mi .
A Hausdorff Abelian topological group H is a simple direct topological group if and
only if it contains an independent sequence {Mi} of subgroups such that ∑∞i=1⊕Mi is
open and satisfies (2) above.
Proof. Suppose G⊂H ⊂ Ĝ, where G is topologized by the direct system determined by
{Mi} (which has the sets Un =∑∞i=n⊕Mi as associated base) and the relative topology of
H in Ĝ coincides with the given topology on H . By omitting M1 if necessary, we assume
that all sets Mi are subgroups. Then, for ψ defined as above, ψ from Û1 onto
∏
Mi , with
each factor discretely topologized, is a topological isomorphism. Note that U = Û1 ∩H .
Then U is a neighborhood of zero in H and a subgroup ofH . Thus, U is open in H . Since
G is a dense subset of H , we may select a set A of representatives of H/U in G. Then
[A] ∩U ⊂G∩ Û1 =U1 =
∞∑
i=1
⊕Mi.
Conversely, if {Mi}, U , and A satisfy conditions (1)–(3) and U1 =∑∞i=1Mi , we let
G = [A] + U1. We show that the given topology T on H , restricted to G, and the
topology T {Mi} on G determined by {Mi} coincide. First, we verify that G ∩ U = U1.
Certainly U1 ⊂G∩U , and, conversely, if x ∈G∩U , then there exists a ∈ [A], n ∈ Z, and
xi, yi ∈Mi , with xi = 0 for i > n, such that
x = a +
∑
xi =
∑
yi;
a =
∑
yi −
∑
xi ∈ [A] ∩U ⊂U1.
By condition (2), {yi − xi} (and hence {yi}) is finitely nonzero, so x = ∑yi ∈ U1.
Since U1 ⊂ U , condition (2) implies T |U1 = T {Mi}|U1 . Since (by condition (1)) U
is T -open in H , U1 is T |G-open in G. Also, U1 is T {Mi}|G-open in G. Now, two
group topologies coincide if they have a common open subgroup with a common relative
topology. (A neighborhood base at the identity for the common subgroup is a neighborhood
base at the identity for both topologies on the whole group.)
If E denotes the closure of E in H , then U1 =U , and
G= [A] +U1 ⊃
⋃
a∈A
a +U1 ⊃
⋃
a∈A
a +U1 =A+U =H.
It is easy to establish the characterization of simple direct topological groups. 2
Condition (2) of Theorem 5 implicitly requires that each element in U have a unique
series representation
∑∞
i=1 xi , with xi ∈Mi . For this requirement to be met, it is sufficient
that
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ψ1 :
∑
Mi→
∏
Mi,
ψ1
(
n∑
i=1
xi
)
= {x1, . . . , xn,0, . . . ,0}
be a topological isomorphism, since ψ1 can be extended by continuity to a topological
isomorphism from U into
∏
Mi .
Theorem 6. A sequence {Mi} determines a simple direct topology on a ring R if and only
if
(1) M1 is a symmetric set containing 0;
(2) {Mi}i>2 is an independent absorbing sequence of subrings of R;
(3) (M1 +M1 +M1)∩∑∞i=2⊕Mi = {0}; and
(4) for all x ∈R, xMi,Mix ⊂Mi for all but finitely many i .
Consequently a simple direct topology on a ring is non-Archimedean and locally bounded.
If R is the union of an increasing sequence {Ri} of subrings and {Mi} is an independent
sequence (as additive subgroups) such that Mi is a two-sided ideal of Ri for all i , then
{Mi} determines a simple direct system on R.
Proof. We verify that a nondiscrete topology with base {Un} determined by {Mi} is locally
bounded by observing that UnU2,U2Un ⊂Un for each n> 2. If
x =
∑
i>n
xi ∈ˆUn; y =
∑
i>2
yi ∈ˆ U2; xy =ˆ
∑
k>n
zk,
zk =
∑
i<k
xiyk +
∑
j<k
xkyj + xkyk,
then the containmentsMiMk,MkMj ⊂Mk imply that each term of zk (and hence zk itself)
belongs to Mk . Similarly, U2Un ⊂Un. 2
Let Mr (R) be the ring of r × r matrices over the ring R, and let {Mi} be a sequence
of rings determining a simple direct topology on the ring R. Then, for each r ∈ Z>0, the
sequence {Mr (Mi)}i>0 determines a simple direct topology on Mr (R) and provides a
variety of examples of direct ring topologies on noncommutative rings.
Since there are no proper locally bounded ring topologies on a field which is algebraic
over a finite field ([4]; or see [6, Theorem 15.1.5]), a portion of Theorem 7 below is an
immediate consequence of Theorem 6.
Theorem 7. The discrete topology is the only extended simple direct ring topology on a
subring of a field with (the field having) finite transcendence degree over its prime subfield.
Proof. If R is a subring of a field K and {Mi} determines a nondiscrete simple direct ring
topology on R, then, by Theorem 6, {Mi} also determines a nondiscrete simple direct ring
topology on the ring R+Z1, where Z1 is the ring of integers in K . Since any subfield of a
field satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem also satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem, it
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suffices to show that the discrete topology is the only simple direct topology on a subringR
of a field K which has finite transcendence degree over its prime subfield K0, under the
assumption that the identity of K belongs to R and K0(R) = K . For such a ring R, we
choose a transcendence basis {t1, . . . , tn} ({t1, . . . , tn} = ∅ if n = 0) of K/K0 which is
in R [10, Section II.12].
Let {Mi} determine a simple direct ring topology on R. Then there exists an integer
i0 such that Z1[t1, . . . , tn]Mi ⊂Mi for all i > i0. For x ∈M∗i (actually for any x ∈ K∗),
x is algebraic over K0(t1, . . . , tn), so x−1 =∑k hkxk , where, for all k, hk = fk/gk with
fk, gk ∈ Z1[t1, . . . , tn]. Let ri ∈K0[t1, . . . , tn] be a common multiple of all gk . Then
ri = (rix−1)x ∈M∗i ; rirj ∈ (Mi ∩Mj)∗.
Therefore Mi can have a nonzero element for only one index i > i0, and {Mi} determines
the discrete topology. 2
Theorem 8. If {Mi} is an absorbing sequence of subrings of a topological ring R, then∏·∞
i=1Mi with the Cartesian product of the topologies induced by R on the subringsMi , is
a topological ring. If {Mi} determines a simple direct ring topology on R with associated
base set U1, then
∏·∞
i=1Mi (
∑∞
i=1 ⊕˙Mi) with the product of the relative, i.e., discrete,
topologies on the sets Mi is topologically isomorphic to Û1 (U1).
If {Mi} is an absorbing sequence of subrings of a ring R, and, for x ∈Mi , ei(x) is the
sequence whose ith entry is x and whose other entries are zero, andM ′i = {ei(x): x ∈Mi},
then {M ′i} determines a direct topology on
∑∞
i=1 ⊕˙Mi .
Theorem 9. A Hausdorff topological ring S is an extended simple direct topological ring
if and only if S contains an independent absorbing sequence {Mi} of subrings and a subset
A such that
(1) the closure U of ∑∞i=1⊕Mi in S is open;
(2) ψ(∑xi)= {xi}, where xi ∈Mi for all i , defines a topological isomorphism from U
onto a (relatively topologized) subring of the absorbing Cartesian product∏·∞i=1Mi
of the rings Mi with the discrete topology;
(3) A is a complete set of representatives of S/U such that
〈A〉 ∩U ⊂
∞∑
i=1
⊕Mi and[
A
∞∑
i=1
⊕Mi
]
∪
[( ∞∑
i=1
⊕Mi
)
A
]
⊂ 〈A〉 +
∞∑
i=1
⊕Mi,
where 〈A〉 is the subring generated by A;
(4) for each a ∈A, there exists an integer i0 such that aMi,Mia ⊂Mi for all i > i0.
A Hausdorff topological ring S is a simple direct topological ring if and only if there
exists an independent absorbing sequence {Mi} of subrings of R such that ∑∞i=1Mi is
open, ψ as above is a topological isomorphism into the absorbing product, and
(4′) for each x ∈ S, there exists an integer i0 such that xMi,Mix ⊂Mi for all i > i0.
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Proof. As in Theorem 5, if R ⊂ S ⊂ R̂, where R is a simple direct ring determined by
a sequence {Mi} of subrings, U is the closure in S of the sum of the Mi and A is a
complete set of representatives of S/U in R, then all four conditions are satisfied. We
verify the second containment in (3): If x ∈ R, then x − a ∈ U for some a ∈A. Therefore,
x − a ∈ R ∩U = U1, and x ∈A+∑Mi . Thus, R = A+∑Mi ⊂ 〈A〉 +∑Mi ⊂ R, and
〈A〉 +∑Mi is a ring.
If the conditions are satisfied, then we let R = 〈A〉 +∑Mi . Then R is a subring of S,
and {Mi} determines a direct system on the additive group of R. Since {Mi} is absorbing,
the direct system satisfies (D5). The fact that (D6) is also satisfied follows from (4) and the
fact that {Mi} is absorbing. Now the proof that S is extended direct is as for Theorem 5. 2
4. Compact and locally compact direct topologies
Lemma 10.1. If the completion Ĝ of a groupG with a topology induced by a direct system
{Min} is locally compact, then there exists n0 such that Mi n is a finite set for n> n0. If Ĝ
is compact,Mi n is finite for all i and n.
Proof. Since the completions Ûn of the standard base sets form a base of clopen
neighborhoods at zero in Ĝ, there exists n0 such that Ûn0 is compact. Then Mi n is finite
for n> n0, since we observed in Section 2 thatMi n has no accumulation points in Ĝ. If Ĝ
is compact, the last statement applies with n0 = 1. 2
Lemma 10.2. If the completion Ĝ of a groupG with a topology induced by a direct system
{Min} is locally compact, then there exists n0 such that {i: Mim \Mi k 6= ∅} is finite for
k >m> n0. If Ĝ is compact, then we may choose n0 = 1.
Proof. Choose n0 such that the completion Ûn0 of the n0th standard base set is compact.
Fix k andm such that k >m> n0. Choose xi ∈Mim \Mi k for i ∈ I = {i: Mim \Mi k 6= ∅},
and let xi = 0 for i /∈ I . Suppose I is infinite. Then the sequence {sj }, where sj =∑j
i=1 xi , has a cluster point x ∈ Ĝ. Thus, there exist j, l ∈ I , with, say, j < l, such that
sl − x, x − sj ∈ Ûk+1. Therefore, xl = ϕl(sl − sj ) ∈ Ml k , which contradicts the choice
of xl . 2
Lemma 10.3. If {Un} is the standard neighborhood base at zero for a simple direct
topology on a group G, then Ĝ/Ûn ∼=G/Un for n> 2.
Proof. The natural homomorphism fromG/Un to Ĝ/Ûn is injective becauseG∩Ûn =Un
and is surjective because G+ Ûn = Ĝ. 2
Theorem 10. A Hausdorff topological group (ring)H is a locally compact extended direct
topological group (ring) if and only ifH contains an independent (independent absorbing)
sequence {Mi} of finite subgroups (subrings) such that
(1) the closure U of ∑∞i=1⊕Mi is open;
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(2′) ψ(∑xi)= {xi}, where xi ∈Mi for all i , defines a topological isomorphism from U
onto the Cartesian product
∏∞
i=1Mi (with absorbing multiplication if H is a ring)
of the Mi with the discrete topology;
(3) there exists a setA of representatives ofH/U such thatB∩U ⊂∑∞i=1⊕Mi , where
B = [A] (B = 〈A〉), and[
A
∞∑
i=1
⊕Mi
]
∪
[( ∞∑
i=1
⊕Mi
)
A
]
⊂ 〈A〉 +
∞∑
i=1
⊕Mi;
(4) if H is a ring, then for each a ∈A, there exists an integer i0 such that aMi,Mia ⊂
Mi for all i > i0.
A topological group or ring satisfying these conditions is compact if and only ifH/U is
finite.
A Hausdorff topological group (ring) is a direct topological group (ring) with a locally
compact completion if and only if there exists an independent (independent absorbing)
sequence {Mi} of finite subgroups (subrings) such that ∑⊕Mi is open and ψ , as above,
is a topological isomorphism (into the absorbing product if H is a ring and satisfying
condition (4′) in Theorem 9 if H is a ring).
Proof. If H is a locally compact extended direct group, then H is complete, so H = Ĝ
for some subgroup (subring) G with a topology induced by a direct system {Mi n}. By
Lemmas 10.1 and 10.2, we may replace {Mi n} by a direct system of the form M ′i n =
Mi+i0 n+n0 , for i > n, and assume that Mi n is finite for all i and n and Mi 2 = Mi 1
for all i > 2. Then Mi 1 is a subgroup (subring if H is a ring) for all i > 2, and Mi =
Mi+1 1 determines a simple direct system on G. If G is a ring, this simple direct system
satisfies (D5) because of the choice ofMi and satisfies (D6) as a result of Lemma 10.2 and
the choice of Mi .
Let {Un} and {Vn} be the bases at zero associated with {Mi n} and {Mi}, respectively.
Then Un+1 ⊂ Vn, since Mi n ⊂Mi 1 for all i > n> 1. Another application of Lemma 10.2
shows that Vk ⊂Un for some k.
Thus, a locally compact extended direct group (ring) is the completion of a simple direct
topological group (ring) determined by a sequence {Mi} of finite subgroups (subrings).
As in Theorems 5 and 9, conditions (1)–(4) (with U = Û1) hold. Since U = Û1, U is
complete and contains U1, and ψ is onto the product. Conversely, if all Mi are finite and
conditions (1), (2′), (3) and (4) hold, then Theorems 5 and 9 and the Tychonoff theorem
imply H is an extended direct topology and U is a compact neighborhood of zero, so H is
locally compact. 2
Corollary 10.1. If H is a locally compact extended direct topological group (ring), then
there exists a simple direct system consisting of finite subgroups (subrings) on a subgroup
(subring)G for which H is the completion of G.
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Condition (3) in Theorems 5, 9, and 10 implies that the relative topology and the direct
topology on [A]+∑∞i=1⊕Mi are equal. This conclusion is not necessarily valid for choices
of A not satisfying condition (3):
Example 2. Let G be the internal direct sum of a sequence {Mi}i>0 of finite nonzero
Abelian groups such that, for some choice of elements xi ∈Mi , the sequence {ordxi} is
unbounded. Suppose M0 is the cyclic group generated by x0. Let H = Ĝ, the completion
of G with respect to the simple direct topology determined by {Mi}i>1. Let T denote
the (compact) topology on H . Let Un =∑∞i=nMi be the standard neighborhood base
at zero in G, and let Ûn be the closure of Un in H . Let A = {ka: 0 6 k < ordx0},
where a =∑∞i=0 xi , and let G′ = [A] +∑∞i=1⊕Mi . Let T ′ be the direct topology on
G′ determined by {Mi}. Since G is a torsion group and a ∈G′ has infinite order,G andG′
are not isomorphic groups. Since Un ⊂G′ ∩ Ûn, we have T ′ > T |G′ . If kn =
∏n
i=0 ordxi ,
then kna ∈ (G′ ∩ Ûn) \U1. Therefore, T ′ > T |G′ .
The completion (G′,T ′)ˆ is not compact, since (see Lemma 10.3)
G′/U1 ∼= [a]/
([a] ∩U1)= [a]/{0}∼= Z.
This example may be modified to make G a direct topological ring. Let {pi} be an
unbounded sequence of prime integers; let Mi be the field with pi elements; and view G
as a ring with pointwise multiplication. Then T above, restricted to G, is a direct topology
on the ring G. Let a and A be as above, and let G′ = 〈A〉 +∑Mi . Again, the topology T ′
determined by {Mi} (which satisfies (D5) and (D6)) is strictly finer that T |G′ .
Corollary 10.2. Let H be an Abelian group. The following are equivalent:
(1) There exists a nondiscrete extended direct topology on H for which the completion
of H is locally compact.
(2) There exist at least cardinality c simple direct topologies on H for which the
completion of H is locally compact.
(3) H contains an independent sequence of finite nonzero subgroups.
Thus, an Abelian group of finite rank (in particular, Z or Q) or a torsion free group (in
particular, an additive subgroup of a vector space over a field of characteristic zero) does
not have a nondiscrete direct topology with a locally compact completion.
The completion of a direct topology on a group is ultraregular. The completion of an
additive subgroup of Rn, n > 1 (which is its closure in Rn) is discrete or has a nonzero
connected component [1, Chapter 7, Proposition 1.2.3]. Therefore, no additive subgroup of
Rn is a nondiscrete extended direct topological group. This conclusion is also an immediate
consequence of Corollary 10.2. In particular (by letting n= 1,2,4) we have that nonzero
additive subgroups of the connected locally compact division rings (viz., R, C and the
field of quaternions) are not extended nondiscrete direct topological groups. The following
analogous result is another immediate consequence of Corollary 10.2.
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Corollary 10.3. Let K be the completion with respect to a valuation on a finite extension
L of Q with a p-adic valuation (i.e., K is an arbitrary locally compact field, other than R
or C, of characteristic zero). If H is a nonzero subgroup of the additive group of K , then
H with the relative topology from K is not an extended direct topological group.
Zobel [10, p. 38] gave an intricate direct proof of the special case of Corollary 10.3
obtained by letting H = L =Q and weakening the conclusion “is not an extended direct
topological group” to “is not a direct topological group”.
If K is the (locally compact) completion with respect to the x-adic topology of a simple
transcendental extension F(x) of a finite field F , then the relative topology on the additive
subgroup F [x] is the simple direct topology associated with the sequence {Fxi}. It is
obvious from Theorem 6 that {Fxi} is not a direct system on the ring F [x]. From [10,
Theorem 3.7] (also appearing as [7, Theorem 5]) we see that no direct system on the ring
F [x] induces the relative topology. Thus, we have an example of a ring topology (with
compact completion) which can be induced by a direct system satisfying (D1)–(D4), but
not by any direct system satisfying (D1)–(D6).
Corollary 10.4. A simple direct group (ring) topology on a group (ring) G determined by
a sequence {Mi} of subgroups (subrings) has a locally compact completion if and only if
Mi is finite for all but finitely many i .
Proof. If {Mi} determines the topology of G and Ĝ is locally compact, then, by
Lemma 10.1, Mi is finite for all but finitely many i . Conversely, if Mi is finite for all
i > n, then Ûn is a compact neighborhood of zero by Theorem 4. 2
Corollary 10.5. There exists a nondiscrete direct topology on an Abelian group H for
which the completion of H is compact if and only if there exists an independent sequence
{Mi} of finite nonzero subgroups of H such that ∑∞i=1Mi has finite index in H .
Corollary 10.6. A simple direct group (ring) topology on a group (ring) G determined by
a sequence {Mi} of subgroups (subrings) has compact completion if and only if eachMi is
finite and U1 has finite index in G.
From the elementary theory of uniform spaces, we know that, in general, a uniform
topological space does not uniquely determine the uniformity inducing the topology.
However, compact Hausdorff topologies are induced by a unique uniform structure.
Analogously, it is obvious that nonzero direct topological groups are never induced by
only one direct system. We might ask, though, whether or not the completion Ĝ of a direct
topological group G uniquely determines G in the following sense. Does there exist a
dense subgroup G′ of Ĝ, distinct from G, and a direct system {M ′i} on G′ such that Ĝ,
the completion of G, is also the completion of G′ with respect to the topology induced by
{M ′i}? We give below an example for which there exists such a groupG′ and leave open the
question of whether there exists a direct topological groupG which is uniquely determined
by its completion.
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The example below also provides information about two other aspects of direct
topologies. First, it is natural to ask whether a subgroup (subring)H of a direct topological
group (ring) with topology T induced by {Mi n} is again a direct topological group (ring).
In particular, one might hope that {Mi n ∩ H }, which one easily sees is a direct system
(direct system on a ring) with an associated topology T ′ > T |H , satisfies T ′ = T |H . We
call {Mi n∩H } the relative direct system. In Section 2 we observed that the relative product
direct system on
∑
γ ⊕Gγ induced the relative topology. The example below shows that
the relative direct system need not induce the relative topology. We leave open the question
of whether or not at least one direct system inducing a given direct topology has a relative
direct system inducing the relative topology on a given subgroup (subring).
Second, suppose {Ni n} and {Mi n} are direct systems on a group G with associated
topologies S and T , respectively. If Mi n ⊂ Ni n for all i and n, then S 6 T . One might
ask, conversely, if, given direct topologies S and T such that S 6 T , there exist direct
systems {Ni n} and {Mi n} inducing S and T , respectively, such that Mi n ⊂ Ni n for all i
and n.
Example 3. Let G =∑∞i=1⊕Mi (the internal direct sum), where each Mi = {0, ei} is a
cyclic group of order two. Let G have the direct topology T determined by {Mi}. Let
δ be any strictly increasing function from Z>0 to itself such that δ(i) > i for all i . Let
hi = ei + eδ(i), and let G′ =∑∞i=1[hi]. Then
G′ =
{∑
i∈I
hi : I ⊂ Z>0, I finite
}
.
Suppose I is a finite nonempty subset of Z>0. Let x =∑i∈I ei . Define dep(x)=∧ I and
hgt(x) =∨ I . Then dep(∑i∈I hi) =∧ I and hgt(∑i∈I hi) = δ(∨ I). Thus ei /∈ G′ for
any i , and
∑[hi] is a direct sum. Let I (m)= δm(I). Then
dep
(
x −
∑
i∈I
hi
)
= δ
(∧
I
)
,
and, inductively,
dep
(
x −
n∑
m=0
∑
i∈I (m)
hi
)
= δn+1
(∧
I
)
> n.
Therefore,G′ is dense inG. We letM ′i = [hi], and we let U ′n be the base at zero determined
by {M ′i}. We note
U ′n =
{∑
i∈I
hi : I ⊂ [n,∞), I finite
}
=Un ∩G′,
so Ĝ is the completion of both the direct groupsG and G′.
Certainly Mi n ∩G′ (=Mi ∩G′)= {0}, so that the discrete topology is associated with
the relative direct system on G′. The relative topology and the topology associated with
the relative direct system are distinct.
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We introduce a sequence {Ni} determining a direct topology S strictly coarser than T .
We let Ni = [si], where si =∑ij=1 ej . For k > n,
ek = sk − sk−1 ∈ Vn :=
∞∑
i=n
Ni.
Therefore, Un+1 ⊂ Vn, from which we conclude S 6 T . Now {sn} converges to zero with
respect to S and {sn} converges to the nonzero element with canonical representation∑∞
i=1 ei with respect to T . Thus, S 6= T . The extension τ of the identity on G to
a continuous homomorphism from (G,T )ˆ into (G,S)ˆ (see comments at the end of
Section 2) takes ∑∞i=1 ei into zero. Therefore, there do not exist direct systems {M ′i n}
and {N ′i n} with associated topologies T and S , respectively, such that M ′i n ⊂N ′i n for all i
and n.
If we view each setMi as the field with two elements and viewG as a ring with pointwise
multiplication, then {Mi} determines a direct system on the ring G.
5. Non-Archimedean direct topologies
Although simple direct topologies are non-Archimedean, not all non-Archimedean
direct topologies are simple. The topologies constructed in [5] (see also comments on
these topologies in [8]) are non-Archimedean but not locally bounded (because they are
ring topologies on an algebraic extension of a finite field) and, thus, not simple. However,
a non-Archimedean direct topology can always be induced by a non-Archimedean direct
system:
Lemma 11.1. Suppose {Mi n} is a direct system on the groupG and {Un} is the associated
base at zero. If H is an additive subgroup, k > n > 1, and Uk ⊂H ⊂ Un, then [Mi k] ⊂
Mi n for all i .
Proof. SinceMi k is symmetric, [Mi k] consists all finite sums fromMi k . If x1 ∈Mi k , then
x1 ∈Mi n. Assume all sums of m elements from Mi k are in Mi n and x1, . . . , xm+1 ∈Mi k .
Then
s = x1 + · · · + xm+1 ∈H ⊂Un;
s = (x1 + · · · + xm)+ xm+1
= ϕi(x1 + · · · + xm)+ ϕi(xm+1)= ϕi(s) ∈Mi n. 2
Corollary 11.1. If a standard base set Uk , k > 1, associated with a direct system {Mi n} is
an additive group, then so is Mi k for each i .
Proof. In Lemma 11.1, let k = n and H =Uk . 2
Corollary 11.2. Each global direct topology on a group is finer than or equal to a simple
direct topology on the group.
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Thus, the discrete topology is the only extended global direct topology on a group of
finite rank.
Proof. If {Mi n} is a global direct system, the sets Mi 1 are subgroups, according to
Corollary 11.1. Hence, they determine a simple direct topology which is clearly weaker
than or equal to the topology associated with {Min}. 2
Lemma 11.2. If {Mi n} is a direct system on a group G and {[Mi 1]} is an independent
sequence of groups, then {[Min]} is a non-Archimedean direct system for a non-
Archimedean direct topology coarser than or equal to the topology induced by {Mi n}.
If G is a ring and {Mi n} satisfies (D5) and (D6), then {[Mi n]} satisfies (D5) and (D6).
Theorem 11. Suppose {Mi n} is a direct system on a group (ring) G and {Un} is the
associated neighborhood base at zero. If U1 contains an open subgroup (open additive
subgroup) H , then, for some k > 1, the sets M ′i n = [Mi+k n+k] form a non-Archimedean
direct system (on a ring) for a non-Archimedean direct topology T ′ coarser than or equal
to the original direct topology T . In T ′, H is an open group.
If T is non-Archimedean, then T ′ = T . Thus, a direct topological group (ring) is non-
Archimedean if and only if it is induced by a non-Archimedean direct system (a non-
Archimedean direct system which satisfies satisfies (D5) and (D6).
Proof. The hypothesis and Lemmas 11.1 and 11.2 imply that {M ′i n} satisfies the conditions
of the first statement of the theorem for k such that Uk ⊂H .
We let {Vn} be the standard neighborhood base at zero for {M ′i n}. If T is non-
Archimedean, then, given Un, there is an open group H ′ and an integer m such that
Um ⊂ H ′ ⊂ Un. If n > k, then Vm−k ⊂ Un, since all elements in Vm−k are finite sums
of elements in Um ⊂H ′. I.e., T ′ > T . 2
Corollary 11.3. Each non-Archimedean direct topology on a group is finer than or equal
to a simple direct topology.
Thus, the discrete topology is the only non-Archimedean extended direct topology on an
Abelian group of finite rank.
Corollary 11.4. Let H be an Abelian group. The conditions in Corollary 4.1 and
conditions (4) and (5) below are all equivalent.
(4) There is a nondiscrete extended non-Archimedean direct topology on H .
(5) There are at least cardinality c non-Archimedean direct topologies on H .
Proof. Conditions (3)–(5) are easily seen to be equivalent. 2
We call an additive group semisimple if each of its subgroups is a direct summand of
the group. (An Abelian group is semisimple if and only if each of its elements has finite
square-free order; cf. [3, p. 437].)
Corollary 11.5. Each non-Archimedean direct topology on a semisimple group is global.
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Proof. Let {Mi n} be a non-Archimedean direct system on a group G, and let G be the
direct sum ofH and the standard base set U1. To obtain a global direct system for the same
topology, let M ′i n =Mi−1n−1 for i > n> 2, let M1 1 =H , and let M ′i 1 =Mi−1 1. 2
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